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International Society for the Interdisciplinary Study of Symmetry
(ISIS-Symmetry)
The Fourth International Congress and Exhibition of ISIS-Symmetry
TECHNION I.I.T. − ISRAEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, HAIFA 13 - 19  SEPTEMBER 1998
ORDER  /  DISORDER
Organization  and  Hierarchy  in Science,  Technology,  Art,  Design, and  the  Humanities
The Fourth ISIS-Symmetry Congress and Exhibition will take place in Israel, in September 1998. The
central topic of the conference will be: ORDER / DISORDER with an emphasis on the phenomenon of
morphological ORGANIZATION and HIERARCHY.  It is intended to continue the decade-long activity
and dialogue between those concerned and interested in the subjects of symmetry and order.
These insights bridge across interdisciplinary borders, discover interconnections and common denomina-
tors between phenomena and processes and try to create a common ground for dialogue which the forth-
coming Congress and Exhibition will try to ancourage and facilitate.
The program will include plenary session lectures and presentations by a selected group of scientists,
scholars, and artists including short paper presentations, colloquia and workshops on conference-related
topics, and the M. C. Escher centenary session. It will also feature voluntary subject teams, exhibition of
original works of art, and social and cultural interaction.
For more information about the Congress, registration fees and accomodations, please visit the ISIS
website at http://www.technion.ac.il/òisis4
